


The spelling ‘kn’

Words that start with the sound /n/ are 
sometimes spelt with the digraph ‘kn’

hunt hunt
knowknock

knittingknee knife



Word meanings
knock (verb) If you knock on something such as a door or window, you 
hit it, usually several times, to attract someone's attention.
If you knock something, you touch or hit it roughly, especially so that it 
falls or moves.

know (verb) If you know a fact, a piece of information, or an answer, 
you have it correctly in your mind.
If you know someone, you are familiar with them because you have met 
them and talked to them before.

knee (noun) Your knee is the place where your leg bends.

knitting (noun) Knitting is the action or process of using a knitting and 
you use a knitting needle.

knife (noun) A knife is a tool for cutting. 



Be Careful!

Some words don’t follow the usual rule. 
Very occasionally, the /n/ sound at the start of a word can also 

be spelt with ‘gn’. In these words, the /n/ sound is spelt with ‘gn’.

gnash gnarledgnome

gnawgnat



Word meanings
gnat (noun) A gnat is a very small flying insect that bites people and 
usually lives near water.

gnaw (verb) If people or animals gnaw something or gnaw at it, they 
bite it repeatedly.
If a feeling or thought gnaws at you, it causes you to keep worrying.

gnash (verb) If you say that someone is gnashing their teeth, you mean 
they are angry or frustrated about something.

gnome (noun) In children's stories, a gnome is an imaginary creature 
that is like a tiny old man with a beard and pointed hat. In Britain 
people sometimes have small statues of gnomes in their gardens.

gnarled (adjective) A gnarled tree is twisted and strangely shaped 
because it is old. A person who is gnarled looks very old because their 
skin has lines on it or their body is bent. If someone has gnarled hands, 
their hands are twisted as a result of old age or illness.



Here are this week’s spellings to practise. Copy each word 3 times 
in your jotters

knock

know

knee

knitting

knife

gnat

gnaw

gnash

gnome

gnarled



Tuesday spelling task



Wednesday Spelling task



Thursday spelling task



Friday spelling task

Spelling quiz

An adult reads out 6 out of 10 of our weeks spelling words.

Can you write them down in your jotters and spell them correctly? 
Remember the spelling rule for the week to help you!

When you have written them all down, get your purple pen out and 
check them together.

Send a picture of your spellings quiz to Mrs Rowe at 
year2@cpa.dsat.education.




